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Module 3 – Lesson 1: Types of Extraterrestrial
These are my perspectives of a selection of civilisations I’ve had connections with
telepathically, (and some physically). The images used are from Adobe Stock and Pixabay and
are the best representations of the civilisation I could use. The images represent the
consciousness of the civilisations to varying degrees. I tend to connect with collective
consciousnesses so for example in the case of Sirius I feel I’m connecting with the overall
consciousness the Trinary Star system represents with specific consciousnesses, specifically
a 6th density Sirian race being prominent. In the case of Andromeda, of course containing many
ET civilisations, I refer to a consciousness that comes to me as Andromeda. This consciousness
is strongly connected to the general vibe/theme and lessons of the Andromeda galaxy. Some
connections are more clear and specific, for example, I have a Yahyel counterpart called
Tahinio Ra that I channel often. So the descriptions here range from broad descriptions of
Galactic consciousnesses to very specific beings and civilisations.

Greys/Marse: Parallel reality Earth humans. (In)famous for the abduction
phenomena. Tunnelled through from a parallel reality Earth timeline where they
destroyed their Planet and became unable to reproduce. Creators of the human/grey
hybrids: the Shakani/Sassani, the Yahyel and the Playel.
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Pleiadians: Most well known of the extraterrestrial civilisations. Highly heart
centred/love consciousness. Likely the first civilisation to make open contact with
humanity due to their high focus on love, and the fact that we’re their children
genetically.

Sirians: Highly intelligent consciousness. Very focused and grounded in reality.
Interested in science and technology. More masculine consciousness than the
highly heart centred Pleiadian energy.

Arcturans: A highly intelligent consciousness with an orientation to fun,
Oneness and connection. The high love/light/fun/joy frequencies of the
Arcturans activate a remembrance that we’re all One, were all love and we’re
all free.
Lyrans: The Lyrans, in my experience, ooze love, compassion and wholeness.
They have a very heart centred energy, perhaps more connected to the Earth
and their physical bodies than the high dimensionl perspectives of the
Pleiadians.
Andromedans: Magnetic, this is the first word that comes to mind when
connecting with Andromeda consciousness. If you’ve ever felt the strong
grounding energy of a Haematite rock, then you’ll have an idea of the
Andromedan frequency. Grounded, focused and intensely aligned, this is
Andromeda.
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Atlanteans: Ra, Thoth, Sekhmet. These beings connected to the ancient mystery
schools of Egypt were likely prominent figures in Atlantis. Generally 6 th Density
consciousnesses that’ve existed for aeons they likely had incarnations way
beyond Atlantis stretching back even earlier to civilisations such as Mu. They’re
very connected to the consciousness of our Galaxy and the destiny of Earth.
Anunnaki: The Anunnaki came to Earth in search of Gold, I believe somewhere
around four to eight thousand years ago. They needed monatomic gold to repair
their atmosphere. They decided to genetically engineer a slave race (humans)
to mine the gold. Deliberately programming into the DNA an inability to know our
true nature and a tendancy to look up to others for guidance, Enki and Enlil the
two brother leaders fell out. Enki felt compassion for humanity and Enlil wanted
to continue with the slavery program. They were recalled to their home planet,
eventually to return today, to correct their errors and assist humanity through
this transition
Orion System: Covered in detail in the next lesson. The story of the Orion
system talks about an ancient war akin to the story told in Star Wars. Many of
us have/had incarnations in this system.

Shakani/Sassani: Bashar’s civilisation! One of the 5 species resulting from the
grey/human hybridisation program. Here to share wisdom and guidance, (and
love!).
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Yahyel: The consciousness I’ve channeled regularly for the last 4 years. I’ve
many channelings from the Yahyel and my counterpart Tahinio Ra on my
Youtube channel. They’re one of the five human/grey hybrid species.

Playel + New Hybrids: With a total of five human/grey hybrid species existing
as I understand it, the Playel make up the third, with the fourth and fifth being
unknown to me at this time. The Playel act fairly independently from the other
hybrids. They’re very tight nit within their own collective consciousness. They
have a kind of “gang” feel to them, all sticking together doing their own thing.
They’re highly social and very physically fit!
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